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the Minority position* 'lolhich at last leads Parmenides studies fil phaos. Like me 
*But evidently not a Minority in Italy: he says, p. 107, that the true-false 
contraposition of Aletheia-Do:x:a is 11today rejected unanimously by almost all 
scholars11 l 
he acknowledges indebtedness to the work of De Santillana, virtually ignored in this 
country Great Britain and Germany, but not in Italy. 
ZENO 
4. Plato's Account of Zeno. -- Our solidest information about Zeno is fUrnished by 
Plato in the Parmenides.* We learn there that Zeno's attachment to Parrnezlides was 
*The reliability of the account, questioned by Salm.sen, has been vindicated by 
Vlastos (1975), who however made one concession -- unnecessarjJ,y, as we shall see. 
peculiarly intimate and that he wrote a book while still a young man for the purpose 
of defending the lvfaster'� teaching that One Is (hen esti) against those who 11tried 
to make fun of it11 (epicheirountas auton konmidein), his method being to show that 
11the hypothesis that 'many are' would suffer even more ridiculous consequences if 
followed out far enough" (eti geloiotera paschoi an aut�n he hupothesis, ei pol.la 
estin • • •  ei tis hikanos eperioi). The first argument in it went: 11If things 
(onta) are many, the same thing (on) is like and unlike; but it is impossible for 
the same to be like and unlike; therefore the things are not many.11(127E*) 
*DK do not print the sentence just quoted as a fragment or even as a testimonium, 
even though they print 127!-D (just before it) and 128B-E (closely following); 
why I do not know, since Plato has Socrates say explicitly that the sentence is 
quoted from Zeno's book • 
. · _ Who were the people who tried to make fun of the Master, whom Zeno intended to 
"pay back with something left over"? (128D) Were they plain men,* or were they, as 
*The very notion of a philosophical argument, especia lly a reductio, aimed at "ordinary 
opinions11 is dubious. Reductio requires a premise to be reduced, and plain men do 
not deal in premisses. In the history or philosophy there have been a few � not 
many -- occasions when philosophers have attempted this enterprise, by supplying 
the putative plain man with premisses. They have not been notably successful. Hume 
for example asserted that plain men hold that. "perceptions are their only objects," 
a view which he then proceeded to demolish, to his own satisfaction, by showing that 
"the slightest philosophyt' -- viz. pressing one eyeball with a finger � shows it 
to be false. But the plain man, so far from assenting to "perceptions are my only 
objects," does not have the slightest notion what that utterance means. And if 
told that what is involved is this: "When you press one eyeball, you see two+'tables;' but you know there aren't really two tables out there; so what you see can?Be even 
one real table," he will not be coIIV"inced. Only philosophers - who have perhaps 
been so incautious as to assert explicitly that what is given in the visual field 
is identical with what is seen � will find themselves embarrassed. It is so with 
Zeno's opponents, whoever they were. If plain men, the reply to 11Ir things are 
many, then they lilllst be both like and unlike" would only be - and quite appropriately 
-- "Huh?" One might be taken aback if and only if one had previously and explicitly 
assented to some such unqualified generalization as "It is necessarjJ,y impossible for 
any adjective, and the adjective with negative prefix, to apply to the same thing." 
A philosopher might commit himself to such a formula and feel himself bound to defend 
it; a plain man would not think of it, and if it were proposed to him, he would regard 
any observation like "Then the same thing can't be both like a shoe and unlike a ship?" 
-3-
as sufficient reason not to buy it in the first place. 
some people nowadays like to say, professional philosophers? Some eviaence bearing 
on this question can be gained from the dialogue including the � .fil! sc�ne. 
Zeno began his reading (so Plato says) before an audience of three: Socrates 
and two unnamed others. Later they were joined by Parmenides, Pythodorus, who later 
became a general but at that time was a paying student of Zeno (according to Ale. I, 
119A); and Aristoteles, later of the Thirty Tyrants. Not counting Parmenides, then, 
the audience of five contained two persons of special interest in philosophy and 
three others whose reasons for being there we do not know. Pythodorus had heard it 
before. The very tininess of the audience reminds us of philoso phical meetings 
today where a few people turn out to hear a not very well known visitor; quite 
unlike the setting of the Protagoras for example. 
The Parmenides is a work of fiction of course. Yet as Aristotle said and Plato 
knew, fiction must con.form to the probabilities.* What Plato chooses to say about this 
*That Plato was consciously attempting to give a realistic portrayal of the Eleatics 
� consequently of their mission and to whom it was directed � is indicated by the 
statement that Zeno had been Parmenides's naidika, a detail that aroused the prudish 
wrath of Athenaeus five centuries later. (DK 29 A 11) He declared it schetliotaton 
of Plato to mention it, which no doubt it was; but pseudestaton, added by Dials, 
is perhaps the ohly emendation made by the great editor where righteous indignation 
got the better of scholarly caution. 
meeting, which perhaps never occurred, �lls us all the �ore about what Plato conceived 
to have been Zeno 1 s situation in his own time. And to repeat, if Plato was misi."lformed 
about these matters, then we know nothing at all about Zeno. 
To this extent, then, the setting is in keeping with a view of Zeno's intended 
audience as consisting of people with a special interest in rather esoteric philosoph­
ical matters, not a representative sample of ordinary Athenians.* This Lrnpression is 
*Pericles is said to have heard Zeno. But Pericles was hardly an ordinary Athenian, 
in philosophy or anything else. The remark in the Funeral Oration,tt"Dhilosoohoumen 
aneu malakias, .'! is if genuinely Periclean the earliest recorded use of the word 
philosophy by an Athenian; as well as an indication that philosophizing was thought 
at least by some people somewhere in Greece to be an activity that real men would 
not take up. 
reinforced if we turn our attention to the argument Plato purports to extract from 
his book. Would plain men make f'un of someone who assured them that � are not 
many, only one? Perhaps. Would they be thrown into confusion and consternation if 
the interlocutor then rebutted: 11You say there sre shoes and ships? Then the shoes 
are like each other and unlike the ships? Then both like and unlike? Now whoJ s 
being absurd? So the joke is on you!tt There is no reason at all to suppose that a 
fifth century plain Athenian would be any �ore susceptible to this kind of hectori.�g 
than would a twentieth century American. The flies are not born in the fly-bottle. 
The argument that Plato sketches is at any rate of the type he ascribed to 
Zeno, a reductio ad absurdum. If many are (this is the premise of the opponents 
who are to be made to appear even more ridiculous), then they will be both like 
and unlike (which is supposed to be absurd). There is no suggestion that the sa:ne 
:'absurdtt conclusion would follow from the Parmenidean premise that One Is. This 
point may seem too obvious for mention, but we shall have occasion to return to it. 
Fragments 1 to 3, preserved by Simplicius and assigned by DK to Zeno's On 
Nature, are clearly from the book referred to by Plato, all being deductions of 
contradictions from the hypothesis polla �· Like Plato's exemplar they have 
bite only for the p�osophical sophisticate who has already given some consideration 
to questions of carrying 9rocesses to infinity. Without some background of the sort 
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strained to describe this procedure as ngiving them back as much and more, showing 
their hypothesis to lead to even more ridiculous consequences.11 Furthermore, on this 
interpretation the arguments can hardly be seen as offered in support of the doctrine 
that One Is � a circumstance that led Vlastos indeed to accuse Plato of having g:rossly 
misrepresented Zeno's intent in this respect (only); in his indignation he even writes 
of ttthe junkheap to which Lthis testimonyJ belongs.1• (1975, p. 149) 
Nor would anyone, at least any man in the street, not convinced by Parmenides's 
(supposed) arguments against motion, assent to Zeno's. Plainly, motion occurs; there­
fore in any argument with the conclusion that it doesn't, there must be a fallacy 
lurking s omewhere, even if I am not clever enough to spot it; this must be the response 
of any plain man, and especially of any plain man who !Dade fun of Pa:rmenides. Greeks 
at large, in the infancy of dialectic, could :W.rdly be so bemused by it as to be 
thrown into doubt and embarrassment about whether the lips of the :nan enunciating the 
premisses were indeed moving. 
The Majority then are confronted with this dilemma: Either the arguments 
11against11 motion occurred in a book other than that mentioned by Plato -- and then 
what role if any they had in defense of Parmenides's doctrine is unknown; Or they 
were in that book -- in which case Plato has misrepresented the character of the book 
in at least two respects: it could not have been devoted entirely to defense of the 
thesis One Is; and it could not have consisted entirely of arguments that turned the 
tables on the ridiculers of Parmenides by showing that their own views led to even 
more ridiculous consequences. And if Plato's testimony is discredited, then we do 
not know what Zeno was up to, and nothing attributed to Zeno can be held to elucidate 
any Parmenidean doctrine. 
8. The Tanner.v interoretation. -- Since these consequences of orthodoxy seem unsat­
isfactory, let us examine the heretical exegesis that goes back to Tannery. On this 
interpretation nothing was farther from Zeno's thought than the denial of motion; on 
the contrary, ttmotion Olan 1 t occur11 was precisely the super-ridiculous consequence 
that he showed the ridiculers of Parmenides to be logically committed to. These 
jesters were not plain men, people in general, partisans of common sense, but a 
particular sect of philosophers � Pythagoreans. And their doctrines, which formed 
the premisses of the Zenonian reductiones, were not common-sense beliefs but the 
explicit view that What Is - the real world - is an aggregate of units: in other 
words, Many Are. 
9. The Arrow and The Stadium. -- If the world is composed of unit places, then a given 
stretch of the world must be composed of either a finite or an infinite number of them. 
If finite, that is, if a line segment (say) consists of a finite number of atomic 
places lined up one after the other, � the places being atomic in the sense that 
there are no lesser places that compose them, or into which the place is really divis­
ible -- then ttthe flying arrow is at rest.n For motion must then consist in the suc­
cessive occupation of each of the places in the line; there cannot consistently be 
said to be motion between one such place and the next. The c onclusion, that motion 
is really a succession of states of rest and nothing else, may not be a self-contra­
dictory proposition, but it is certainly ttridiculous.n 
The Stadium. extracts an actual self-contradiction from the assumption: 11half 
the t:il!le is double the time, 11 if Aristotle 1 s sketchy description of it is filled out 
(quite legitimately) 'With the assumptions that the units involved (the onkoi) are 
minimal places, that time is analogously composed of atomic instants - which are 
before and after each other, but within 'Which there is no before and after -- and 
that motion consists in the successive occupation of adjacent places. It follows 
that there is a maximum conceivable velocity, namely one atomic place per atomic 
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Melissus lived two or three generations after Heraclitus, but we have the 
testimony of both Plato and Aristotle for the continued existence of 11Heracliteanstt 
in his neighborhood who stressed the dynamism of the Ephesian philosophy evidently 
to the exclusion of Heraclitus's emphasis on underlying unity, which was no less 
central in his thought than in Parmenides1s. If ?armenides and Heraclitus had met, 
there would have been little occasion for them to quarrel; but it � be natural 
for their epigones � Melissus, and people like Cratylus -- to attack each other. 
Moreover, if the elaborate account in Theaetetus has the slightest basis in fact, the 
Heracliteans of the later fifth century had a particular interest in sense perception, 
which both rev.-ealed and w as itself an instance of the unceasing flow of all things. 
Hence a special motive for their opponents to charge them with ttnot seeing rightly." 
Since except for what we can glean from Theaetetus and from Aristotle's brief 
remark about Cratylus1s having abandoned speech we know nothirg of late Heraclitean­
ism., it is impossible to reconstruct the particulars of Helissus1s argumentative 
strategy. However, it is reasonable to suppose that these people, like all the Ionians 
of whom we have any knowledge and like all Greek philosophers with the single (possible 
exception of Pythagoreans, clung to the principle Nothing from nothing, and that 
Melissus was trying to show that this commitment was incompatible 1..rith Everything 
flows, and that cycles would not save them. 
17. What Reality Is. - The details of this speculation are not important. The main 
point, which seems hardly contestable, is that Melissus was like Zeno -- and Parmenides 
himself - carrying on a discussion with other philosophers and not with the Greeks L� 
general; and that therefore he could count on those to whom he addressed his writings 
to share certain assumptions, such as that nothing comes from nothing, and to be aware 
of certain technical usages, such as the Being (esti, to eon) � stricto (Loenen1s 
term) of Par;:nenides. A. study of Parmenides's poem will shoi. that the participial 
form, 1£ �' is always used in this sense of what �Lllldamentally, objectively, and 
absolutely exists on its own and is the object of -- and in some way identical with 
-- �' which we might render as 11the faculty of a priori insight11• Ig � does 
not appear at all in the Proem or in the meager fragments of Doxa.* �and other 
*But neither does !£ � �' and there is reason to hold that that damning epithet was 
not to be found in the entirety of the Doxa; see 11Parmenides Unbound11 348 f. The 
plural .ts, � occurs nowhere, though Casertano gives the impression that it does. 
forms of einai occur in all three portions, but when/�2't7m�f�ly copulative the context 
always makes it clear whether or not they are intended in the strict sense. 
What is it that IS � stricto? Well, what is ungenerated, indestructible, 
one, all alike, unchanging, unmoving, indivisible, full, and "like the mass of a well­
-rounded ball"? De Santillana's answer to this riddle is: the Space of Geometry; 
certainly all but the last two of these epithets are applicable to that. Tanner"J 
.said it was Cartesian extension, i..hich was a plenum; and Casertano concludes that it 
is 11the world, reality considered in its unity and totality" (p. 94). These perhaps 
fit better with the last two properties; but there can be little doubt, at any rate 
to tee Minority, that ,:t£ � is at � geometrical space. The s�ecial status of 
Being assigned to it recognizes it as the domain of Pure Thought, which to Parmenides 
as to Aristotle's God is the greatest thing in the world and therefore� have a 
commensurately exalted object -- so !l'IUCh so indeed that in the end it must be identical 
to what thinks it: 
to gar auto noe.:inestin te kai einai. 
In other words, Space thinks. To which >felissus adds as anticlimactic footnotes that 
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